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Words and Meanings
Part A
1. Can you draw a line to match up the words with the right pictures? An 

example has been done for you. 

magpie

shiny

nest

wood

car

human

gift

treasures

family

threw

2. Can you write some sentences using these words? 
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Words and Meanings
Part B
Can you decide which of the words from the story included in the word bank 
would make sense in each of the following sentences?

gleam manoeuvre display decorate retrieve bursting

expanded swoop beautiful special notice

An example has been done for you. 

My mum did not notice that I had tidied my room. 

1. The teachers worked hard together to                             the big bookcase out 
of the classroom door.

2. The sack of presents was so full that it was                             .

3. I am going to                             my beautiful painting so everyone can see it.

4. The owl started to                             down towards the ground. 

5. I left my jumper on the playground so I went back to                             it.

6. We made cupcakes this morning and now we are going to                             
them.

7. My aunty shines her new car to make it                            .

8. My collection of soft toys                             so much that they would not all 
fit in my bedroom.

9. There is a                             view from the top of that hill.

10. Jack put a bow on the present for his dad as he wanted it to look really 
                           .

Use two or more words from the word bank in one sentence. Handy tip: Use the word ‘and’ to 
join two sentences together. 

 

 

Challenge Task
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Answers
Part A
1. Can you draw a line to match up the words with the right pictures? An 

example has been done for you. 

magpie

shiny

nest

wood

car

human

gift

treasures

family

threw

2. Can you write some sentences using these words? 
Example answers: 
The family drove their car to the wood. 
The human left shiny treasures for the magpie.
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Answers
Part B

1. The teachers worked hard together to manoeuvre the big bookcase out of 
the classroom door.

2. The sack of presents was so full that it was bursting.

3. I am going to display my beautiful painting so everyone can see it.

4. The owl started to swoop down towards the ground. 

5. I left my jumper on the playground so I went back to retrieve it.

6. We made cupcakes this morning and now we are going to decorate them.

7. My aunty shines her new car to make it gleam.

8. My collection of soft toys expanded so much that they would not all fit in 
my bedroom.

9. There is a beautiful view from the top of that hill.

10. Jack put a bow on the present for his dad as he wanted it to look really 
special.

Use two or more words from the word bank in one sentence. Handy tip: Use the word ‘and’ to 
join two sentences together. 

Morris went to retrieve the special object and then he went to put it on display in his nest. 

Challenge Task


